FlowStand™ Process and FlowStand™ Process Cartridge Holders

Take advantage of vertical production space

FlowStand™ Process and interchangeable FlowStand™ Process Cartridge Holders are designed to securely mount WaterSep's Investigator™, mini-BioProducer™ and BioProducer™ cartridges in a process development suite. The vertical position of the cartridge optimizes the placement of production equipment and facilitates set up and ease of filtration.

FlowStand™ Process

ORDERING INFORMATION
Place orders online at www.watersep.net, or email purchase orders to orders@watersep.net, sales order confirmation to follow.

FlowStand™ - Process
FC PRO STAND00 01

Includes:
One (1) Rod
One (1) Base
Four (4) Feet

SPECIFICATIONS

Rod Dimensions
30.5” (77.47 cm) long x 1.0” (2.54 cm) diameter

Base Dimensions
12.0” (30.48 cm) long x 12.0” (30.48 cm) wide x 0.5” (1.27 cm) thickness

Weight with Cartridge Holder
34 lbs (15.4 kg)

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION

NOT IN FLUID CONTACT

Base and Rod:
316L Stainless Steel

Feet:
Rubber - SBR
FlowStand™ Process Cartridge Holders-
Investigator™, mini-BioProducer™ and BioProducer™

ORDERING INFORMATION
Place orders online at www.watersep.net, or email purchase orders to orders@watersep.net, sales order confirmation to follow.

FlowStand™ Cartridge Holder-Investigator™
FC INV PRCHOLD 01
FlowStand™ Cartridge Holder-mini-BioProducer™
FC MPR PRCHOLD 01
FlowStand™ Cartridge Holder-BioProducer™
FC PRO PRCHOLD 01

Includes:
One (1) Cartridge Holder
Two (2) Threaded Rods (not shown)
Two (2) Tightening Knobs (attached to Threaded Rods)
One (1) Height Adjusting Handle

QUANTITY
Use two (2) FlowStand™ Process Cartridge Holders to secure a 24” or 41” WaterSep cartridge and one (1) FlowStand™ Process Cartridge Holder to secure 12” WaterSep cartridge.

SPECIFICATIONS
Cartridge Holder Dimensions
8.00” (20.32 cm) long x 8.00” (20.32 cm) wide
x 1.50” (3.81 cm) thickness
Diameter of Rod Opening
1.0” (2.54 cm) diameter
Diameter of Cartridge Opening
1.32” (3.34 cm) - Investigator™
1.32” (3.34 cm) - mini-BioProducer™
1.32” (3.34 cm) - BioProducer™

MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
NOT IN FLUID CONTACT
Cartridge Holder: Polyethylene (not autoclavable)
Threaded Rods 18-8 Stainless Steel
Tightening Knobs and Height Adjusting Handle: 303 Stainless Steel

Technical Support: experttalk@watersep.net or call 508.970.0089 x 204